Background {#Sec1}
==========

Accumulated evidence suggested that screening by fecal occult blood test (FOBT) is effective in reducing annual CRC incidence and annual mortality \[[@CR1]\]. Colonoscopy and flexible sigmoidoscopy are alternative strategies recommended for CRC screening \[[@CR2]\] whereas population-based case--control studies in the US have shown considerable reduction in annual mortality from colonoscopy screening \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Ideally randomized controlled trial (RCT) provides direct empirical evidence of comparative effectiveness of CRC screening strategies. To capture such long-term CRC risk, previous RCTs were designed to randomly allocate subjects into regular FOBT screening group and no screening group lasted for at least 10 years \[[@CR5]--[@CR9]\]. A RCT of assessing the comparative effectiveness of one-time colonoscopy and I-FOBT is on-going and expected to be completed in 2021 \[[@CR10]\]. To strike a balance between costs and effectiveness incurred by CRC screening, cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) provides decision and justification for efficient resource allocation under a fixed budget constraint.

Cost-effectiveness modeling on the US population has shown that annual FOBT plus 5-yearly sigmoidoscopy under full compliance rate \[[@CR11]\] and colonoscopy every 10 years \[[@CR12]\] are the most cost-effective in terms of life years (LYs) gain for an average-risk population. A study on the Hong Kong population found that FOBT and colonoscopy had an incremental cost of US\$6222 and US\$7211 per life year gained compared to no screening, respectively \[[@CR13]\]. Modeling by Woo et al. suggested that Chinese women from age 50 to 75 years by colonoscopy every 10 years compared to no screening had an incremental cost of US\$55545 per disability-adjusted life years averted \[[@CR14]\]. However, the National Centre for Clinical Excellence (NICE) recommended that quality of life measured by a valid preference-based measure of health should be incorporated into the outcome measure of effectiveness, to so called quality adjusted life years (QALYs), in analysis of an medical intervention \[[@CR15]\]. The QALYs is the outcome measure of effectiveness on which to incorporate both morbidity and mortality of patients. UK studies estimated the incremental cost of biennial FOBT compared to no screening to be below £3000 per QALYs, and thus biennial FOBT alone was the most cost-effective screening strategy \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. The optimal screening strategies in the USA and Canada become colonoscopy every 10 years \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. However, projected results of multiple studies may not be extrapolated to the Chinese population.

Although the CRC incidence rate of the Chinese populations is approaching those of developed countries \[[@CR20]\], there is no agreed policy on CRC screening for the Chinese population in Hong Kong or mainland China. No CEA of CRC screening in terms of QALYs gain has ever been done on Chinese populations. Most CEA on FOBT were based on G-FOBT, evaluation of the more accurate but more expensive I-FOBT is warranted. Therefore, the aim of paper was to evaluate the in-depth cost-effectiveness analysis of colorectal cancer screening strategies from the healthcare service provider perspective in Hong Kong, China. The specific objectives were 1) to determine the expected life years gained from the reduction in the incidence and mortality rates of CRC for each CRC screening strategy, 2) to determine the QALY gained from each CRC strategy by combining the preference value with life years gained, and 3) to identify the most cost-effective CRC screening strategy and to determine the incremental cost per additional QALY gained compared to no screening, by Markov modeling.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Ethical approval was obtained from The University of Hong Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong West Cluster institutional review board (HKU/HA HKW IRB \#UW 09--391), and this trial was registered with Hong Kong Clinical Trial Register (\#HKCTR-973).

Model overview {#Sec3}
--------------

Six screening strategies for colorectal adenomas and CRC were compared in cost and effectiveness under a decision analytic model based on a state-transition Markov process \[[@CR21]\]. A hypothetical static cohort of 100,000 persons from 50-year-old Hong Kong population entered the model and their health histories were simulated by sex until 75 years old. Under the model framework, each person had an initial health state based on the distribution of colorectal adenomas \[[@CR22]\]. The natural history of colorectal neoplasms (CRN) was reflected on the model via the transitions between different health states and the mortalities (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Superimposed on the natural history were the screening interventions and subsequent colonoscopic surveillance after polyp removal or stage-specific treatment upon the detection of a CRC.Fig. 1Annual Transition of health states in Markov Modelling

Natural history {#Sec4}
---------------

The key feature of the model was the health states of CRN which were divided into four sections:the Pre-CRC section included "Normal colonic epithelium", "Low-risk polyps" and "High-risk polyps";the Undiagnosed CRC section consisted of "Undiagnosed Stage I CRC", "Undiagnosed Stage II CRC", "Undiagnosed Stage III CRC" and "Undiagnosed Stage IV CRC";the Diagnosed CRC section was comprised of "Diagnosed Stage I CRC", "Diagnosed Stage II CRC", "Diagnosed Stage III CRC" and "Diagnosed Stage IV CRC";the Death section was divided into "Death from CRC", "Death from screening complications" and "Death from other causes".

According to the screening surveillance guideline \[[@CR23]\], low-risk polyps are defined as ≤2 adenomas or 3--4 adenomas which are \< 1 cm while high-risk polyps are defined as ≥5 adenomas or ≥3 adenomas of which at least one is ≥ 1 cm. The health states of CRC were classified by the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging system \[[@CR24]\].

All health states were modelled as Markov states with 1-year cycle. A person would transit to a different health state or remain at its current health state at the end of every 1-year period in the Markov process \[[@CR21]\]. With different transition probabilities employed to link a health state to the others, the model tried to capture the essence of the natural history of CRN. All health states were at risk to the progression to a more advanced disease stage or death, but they were prohibited from returning to the former health states except that low-risk and high-risk polyps patients could recover and return to normal colonic epithelium after polyp removal with polypectomy. It was assumed that normal colonic epithelium and low-risk polyps were at no risk of progression to CRC in a 1-year cycle, the transition probability between normal colonic epithelium and low-risk polyps was taken from a previous study \[[@CR16]\] which summarized the incidence rates of adenomas within the average risk population. The annual probabilities that low-risk polyps develop into high-risk polyps, or high-risks polyps develop into non-metastatic CRC were taken from a cost-effectiveness analysis \[[@CR25]\]. CRC patients could either be clinically undiagnosed or diagnosed. Undiagnosed CRC were at risk of progression to more advanced stages of CRC and mortality from CRC or other causes. Each year those CRC undiagnosed patients had a certain probability of symptomatic presentation \[[@CR26]\], in which case they were assumed to consult a physician and to have the diagnosis confirmed by colonoscopy. Another condition of CRC diagnosis was detection of the malignancy by screening interventions. When they were diagnosed to have CRC, they would receive specific assessments and treatments according to disease stages. It was assumed that the risk of disease progression was eliminated once the CRC was diagnosed and treated and they would remain in the same health state but they were still at risk of mortality from CRC or other causes.

The most severe health states were the three causes of death, described as the absorbing stages in the terminology of Markov processes \[[@CR21]\]. Death from CRC meant dying from clinical complications of CRC. The annual CRC mortalities by stage of disease were extracted from a Chinese study which was based on the Hong Kong Cancer Registry in 2007 \[[@CR13]\]. There had been no mass CRC screening programmes in Hong Kong so it was valid to use the general population CRC mortality data to represent the natural history that was not modified by screening interventions. Death from screening complications was specifically formulated to reflect the risk of mortality from serious complications of bleeding or perforation in endoscopic procedures. However, mortalities from other complications (e.g. drug anaphylaxis) were not considered in this model. Death from other causes mirrored the mortalities from all possible causes apart from those related to CRC and screening complications. The corresponding annual mortality from causes other than CRC and screening complications was estimated by the non-CRC mortality, which was derived by subtracting the CRC mortality by sex and quinqueenial age groups (e.g. 50--54, 55--59, etc.) \[[@CR27]\] from the all-cause mortality by sex and age which was quoted from the Hong Kong Life Table in 2007 \[[@CR28]\]. The natural history parameters for the model are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Screening strategies {#Sec5}
--------------------

The screening strategies were designed based on 3 core screening interventions, i.e. G-FOBT, I-FOBT and colonoscopy, with different screening periods. Six commonly used strategies were identified from a review of the US national guidelines \[[@CR2], [@CR29]\], previous cost-effectiveness analysis studies \[[@CR16], [@CR30]\], population-based screening programmes \[[@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR31]--[@CR35]\] and local studies \[[@CR36]\]. Among them, 5 were single-intervention strategies, and a no screening strategy functioned as a control. The repeated period of screening is 1 or 2 year (s) for G-FOBT/I-FOBT, and 10 years for colonoscopy. The strategies were listed below:i.no screeningii.annual G-FOBT (Hemoccult-II SENSA, Beckman Coulter, Inc., California, USA)iii.annual I-FOBT (actim Fecal Blood, Medix Biochemica, Finland)iv.biennial G-FOBT (Hemoccult-II SENSA, Beckman Coulter, Inc., California, USA)v.biennial I-FOBT (actim Fecal Blood, Medix Biochemica, Finland)ix.ix. colonoscopy every 10 years

With the one-sample per screening round, people who had positive G-FOBT or qualitative I-FOBT result were assumed to proceed immediately to a colonoscopy to confirm the result. Polypectomy would be undertaken once any polyp was found on colonoscopy. After polyp removal, a surveillance colonoscopy was assigned to the patient every 5 years if the polyp was of low-risk and every 1 year if of high-risk. If CRC rather than polyp was detected, the patient transacted to a CRC state and received specific assessment and treatment according to the disease stage of CRC.

Diagnostic performance of the screening tests {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------

The performance of the screening tests was determined by the sensitivities and specificities in detecting adenomatous polyps and cancers. Sensitivities and specificities associated with G-FOBT and I-FOBT were based on the results of two local Hong Kong studies \[[@CR22], [@CR37]\]. The sensitivity and specificity associated with colonoscopy were assumed to be 100 % although there were no research data on the true accuracy of colonoscopy \[[@CR38]\]. When accessing the diagnostic performance of a screening test, it is important to take into account the possible serious complications. This consideration is irrelevant to G-FOBT and I-FOBT as these are no complications associated with those tests. For colonoscopy, the major severe complications are bleeding and perforation. The probabilities of bleeding and perforation for colonoscopy as well as the mortalities from these complications were estimated from the data of several overseas studies since local data were not available \[[@CR39]--[@CR46]\]. Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the performance characteristics of the G-FOBT, I-FOBT and colonoscopy.

Screening participation {#Sec7}
-----------------------

Screening interventions assigned to a person are not mandatory. One has the right to refused attending a screening even if it was scheduled with free of charge. This important fact affects the 'efficacy' of a screening intervention significantly. Our model first assumed that a person had a constant probability to participate in any kind of screening intervention each time it was assigned to the person, independent of the individual's past history of participation in screening or surveillance for CRC. A constant compliance rate of 60 % was assumed for all screening interventions involved in the 6 screening strategies in the base-case scenario \[[@CR11]\]. For the follow-up colonoscopy after positive test result in the initial screening or the surveillance colonoscopy after polyp removal or CRC diagnosis, a high compliance rate of 80 % was assumed \[[@CR11]\]. For those patients who had symptomatic presentation of CRC, it was assumed a full compliance on the colonoscopy screening arrangement after physician consultation, and the patient withdrew from the screening strategy originally arranged. Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows the compliance rate on G-FOBT, I-FOBT and colonoscopy.

Model validation {#Sec8}
----------------

External validity of our model was accessed by comparing the model outcomes with the study results from published clinical studies which were anticipated to be consistent with the model findings \[[@CR47]\]. The cohort size and patient characteristics were modified to replicate that of the population or sample of the data source applied. Our model was initiated by obtaining similar outcome measures as the published data so that head-to-head comparisons were made. One criterion of CRC mortality rate reduction was assessed under this framework. Taking the ratio of CRC mortality rates, the reduction in mortality rate of a screening strategy from the other competing strategies was calculated. The reduction in CRC mortality for G-FOBT reported by randomized controlled trials \[[@CR5], [@CR7], [@CR8]\] was compared with our model results (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The reductions for colonoscopy reported by case--control studies \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR48]\] were incomparable with our model results for colonoscopy every 10 years because the previous studies reported irregular screening interval for repeated colonoscopy.

Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows a comparison of model-anticipated CRC mortality rates reduction compared with equivalent previous studies estimate. Our Markov model appeared to provide excellent fit of CRC mortality reduction by biennial G-FOBT against results from Funen trial data \[[@CR7]\] whilst the model reported a reasonable fit against reduction in CRC mortality reported with Nottingham and Minnesota screening trials \[[@CR5], [@CR8]\]. Comparison indicated an acceptable model validity of predicting the reduction in CRC mortality from annual and biennial G-FOBT.

Model outcomes {#Sec9}
--------------

### Costs outcomes {#Sec10}

The perspective of health service provider was adopted when evaluating the costs for the CRN care, so only direct medical costs were incorporated to the model. The costs were divided into three groups according to the period of the diagnosis of CRN: Pre-diagnosis, First year of diagnosis, and Subsequent years of diagnosis. Costs of cancer care were primarily allocated to the initial phase (first year of diagnosis) as well as the continuing and terminal phases (subsequent years of diagnosis) of care after the diagnosis of CRC. Costs for the terminal phase of care were assumed to be priced in the same way as the continuing phase. In the pre-diagnosis phase, only screening of CRN contributed to the costs but the treatment was included. The stage-specific costs for CRN care were derived from the usage data of the relevant screening tests though the modeling. Costs for the initial phase of care were extracted from a Hong Kong study \[[@CR49]\] which summarized the local direct medical costs for each health state of CRN, while that for the subsequent years of diagnosis were drawn from the guideline of polyps surveillance after polyps removal \[[@CR23]\] and the cancer treatment protocol on the recommended use of medical services following surgical operation \[[@CR50]\]. Unit costs estimates associated with the screening tests and the outpatient follow-up in specialist clinics (including basic investigation tests such as Chest X-rays and laboratory tests) were based on the published data from the Government Gazette \[[@CR51]\]. The costs of the screening complications were derived from a previous cost-effectiveness analysis modeled on Chinese population \[[@CR13]\]. Local costs evaluated in Hong Kong dollar (year 2009 values) were converted to US dollar at the pegged exchange rate of USD 1 = HKD 7.8. Unit costs of the service components and the stage-specific costs of initial care are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Direct medical costs of care related to CRN were accumulated for each cycle over the screening period of 25 years. The technique of half-cycle correlation was applied to give more accurate measures of the costs \[[@CR21]\]. The lifetime medical costs per person for all screening strategies were the outcome of cost measure. All the costs were discounted by an annual rate of 3.5 % as recommended by the guidance of NICE \[[@CR15]\].

### Effectiveness outcomes {#Sec11}

Two effectiveness outcomes were assessed by the Markov model: the LYs and QALYs. The life expectancy of each cohort under a particular screening strategy was calculated. The QALYs are generated by adjusting the LYs according to a preference-based measure of health-related quality of life. The LYs and QALYs gained of a screening strategy from the other was computed by taking the difference of the life expectancies and quality-adjusted life expectancies of the two strategies, respectively.

Utility scores of each health state of the CRN patients defined in our model was associated with a constant utility score, representing "death" of 0 and "perfect health" of 1. Provided that the scoring algorithm for utility score is culture-specific, we adopted the utility input from an existing scoring algorithm developed based on local population. To date, Chinese version of SF-6D with the Hong Kong Chinese population based scoring algorithm \[[@CR52], [@CR53]\] made available to compute the SF-6D utility scores whilst scoring algorithms for other utility metrics such as EQ-5D did not. Moreover, the SF-6D score was shown to be responsive to change in Hong Kong Chinese population \[[@CR54]\]. Hence, the estimates of the stage-specific utility scores were adopted from a study \[[@CR55]\]. People who had normal colorectal epithelium were assumed to have perfect health with utility score of 1 \[[@CR18]\]. Half-cycle correlation was used again for the measures of LYs and QALYs \[[@CR21]\], and they were discounted as the same rate as the costs, i.e. 3.5 % annually \[[@CR15]\].

### Cost-effectiveness analysis {#Sec12}

Core outcome of the cost-effectiveness analysis was the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) which was calculated by dividing the incremental cost (∆C) by the incremental effectiveness (∆E) in terms of LYs or QALYs gained for a particular screening strategy compared to other less effective screening strategy. The cost-effectiveness analysis was executed by the comparison of the ICER values of different screening strategies.

The dominated and extended dominated strategies were reported on the figures \[[@CR56]\]. By definition, the strategy is dominated if it is less effective and most expensive than one of the competing strategies. The strategy is regarded as extended dominance if it is less effective and had a higher ICER than one of the competing strategies. The line connecting the strategies which were not dominance and extended dominance formed the efficiency frontier \[[@CR57]\]. The ICER values of any two adjacent strategies on the efficiency frontier were determined. For a given ceiling ratio of λ, which is the maximum amount of willingness-to-pay per effectiveness gain \[[@CR58]\], the optimal strategy was defined as the one with the highest ICER value below λ, compared to the next less effective strategy on the efficiency frontier. Accumulative In current study, the ceiling ratio was defined at a threshold of US\$50,000 per effectiveness gained \[[@CR19], [@CR59]--[@CR63]\].

### Sensitivity analysis {#Sec13}

Deterministic (univariate and multivariate) and probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PrSA) were performed to explore the stochasticity and uncertainty on the model parameters and outputs. Univariate sensitivity analysis for the ICER of any two non-dominated strategies on the efficiency frontiers was conducted on the major screening based variables which included compliance rates of screening, follow-up and surveillance colonoscopy and performance characteristic of each screening strategy. In addition, the utilities of the different health states, the disease stage-specific treatment costs, the transition probabilities, the CRC mortalities, the probabilities of symptomatic presentation, and annual discount rate were also included in the analysis. The cut-off values used in the univariate sensitivity analysis were the minimum and maximum values extracted from the literature. In case no such information was available, 95 % confidence limits or values suggested by clinical experts were used. Multivariate sensitivity analysis varied difference sets of utility scores for health states reported in previous models \[[@CR16], [@CR19], [@CR64]\].

PrSA was conducted finally to achieve a full examination of the uncertainty involved in the model parameters and consequently the model outputs. All the parameters except the time horizon and the discount rate were associated with a probability distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation was carried out to randomly draw from those distributions for 10,000 iterations. CRC Mortality rate from cancer registry were excluded from the PrSA as parameter uncertainty is small. The probability distributions with associated distribution parameters are displayed in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Cost parameters were assigned to be log-normally distributed whilst probability, rate and utility parameters were assigned to beta-distribution \[[@CR65]\]. The cost and effectiveness (in QALYs or LYs) for a strategy compared to no screening were computed for the 10,000 iterations. The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve \[[@CR57]\] was then constructed to demonstrate the probability of being cost-effective for each strategy in the 10,000 iterations at each level of the ceiling ratio.

The main computational tool we used to perform the cost-effectiveness analysis was TreeAge Pro Suite 2009 Release 1.0.2 (TreeAge Software, Inc., Williamstown, MA, US). The Microsoft Excel 2010 was used for supplementary analysis and graphical production.

Results {#Sec14}
=======

Base-case scenario {#Sec15}
------------------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the incremental cost of a screening strategy from the other competing strategies, ranked in the ascending order of effectiveness. With additional work-up due to screening, every screening intervention was more expensive than no screening. The most expensive strategy was annual G-FOBT costing \$2853 more compared to no screening. Apart from no screening, the cheapest strategy was biennial G-FOBT which costs \$1681 more than no screening. Annual FOBT screening did cost more than colonoscopy and biennial FOBT screening. By convention, every CRC screening strategy extended life expectancy and quality adjusted life expectancy. Annual I-FOBT was the most effective CRC screening strategy, in which provided 0.12305 LYs and 0.80121 QALYs compared to no screening. Colonoscopy every 10 years gained more life expectancies than the biennial G-FOBT while colonoscopy every 10 years averted more quality adjusted life expectancies than biennial G-FOBT over a simulated period of 25 years.Table 1Cost, LYs and QALYs per person for each screening strategy, and the incremental cost, LYs and QALYs of a screening strategy compared with no screeningStrategy^a^No ScreeningBiennial G-FOBTAnnual G-FOBTColonoscopy every 10 yearsBiennial I-FOBTAnnual I-FOBTCost (\$USD) per person254142215394475245425068Incremental cost (∆C, \$) compared with no screening-16812853221220012528Expected LYs per person15.642015.686215.710415.738515.742915.7650Incremental LYs compared with no screening-0.04430.06840.09650.10090.1231Expected QALYs per person14.747915.068715.233915.358615.420315.5491Incremental QALYs compared with no screening-0.32070.48600.61060.67240.8012Note: G-FOBT, Guaiac fecal occult blood testing; I-FOBT, immunologic fecal occult blood testing^a^Sort by ascending order of effectiveness

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio in term of cost per LYs and cost per QALYs of a screening strategy from the other competing strategies, respectively. The plots of the cost-effectiveness plane against the two effectiveness measures of LYs and QALYs respectively for all the six screening strategies are presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Taking account of life expectancy only and quality of life adjustment, biennial G-FOBT was extended dominated because it was slightly less effective than biennial I-FOBT, and had higher ICER (\$37,985/LYs vs \$19,838/LYs; \$5240/QALYs vs \$2976/QALYs) than biennial I-FOBT relative to no screening. Strategies of colonoscopy every 10 years and annual G-FOBT were dominated with lower effectiveness and higher costs. All I-FOBT screening remained more effective and cost-effective than colonoscopy and G-FOBT screening.Table 2The ICER in terms of \$/LYs or \$/QALYs of a Screening Strategy from the Other Competing StrategiesStrategy^a^ICERBiennial G-FOBTAnnual G-FOBTColonoscopy every 10 yearsBiennial I-FOBTAnnual I-FOBTNo Screening\$/LYs37,98541,68822,91319,83820,542\$/QALYs52405871362229763155Biennial G-FOBT\$/LYs48,46110,154565710,747\$/QALYs709618319111763Annual G-FOBT\$/LYsDominance^b^Dominance^b^Dominance^b^\$/QALYsColonoscopy every 10 years\$/LYsDominance^b^11,916\$/QALYs1659Biennial I-FOBT\$/LYs23,742\$/QALYs4087Note: G-FOBT, Guaiac fecal occult blood testing; I-FOBT, immunologic fecal occult blood testing; ICER, Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio^a^Sort by ascending order of effectiveness^b^Annual G-FOBT was dominated by colonoscopy every 10 years and I-FOBT every 1 or 2 year(s) whereas colonoscopy every 10 years was dominated by biennial I-FOBTFig. 2Cost-effectiveness Plane for all the Six Screening Strategies using LYs (Upper) and QALYs (Lower) as Effectiveness Outcome

The ICERs for annual I-FOBT, colonoscopy every 10 years and annual G-FOBT presented \$24,608/QALYs, \$3155/QALYs, \$3622/QALYs and \$5871/QALYs gained when competing with no screening respectively. Hence, the ICERs were far below from the willingness-to-pay threshold of approximately \$50,000/QALYs gained.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} gives the ranges of λ which the optimal strategy varies from one range to another competing strategy. Biennial I-FOBT was the optimal screening strategy for a range of \$19,838-\$23,742/LYs (\$2976-\$4087/QALYs) whilst annual I-FOBT was the optimal strategy in threshold of more than \$23,742/LYs or \$4087/QALYs. Default no screening would be the most optimal screening strategy for CRC in the range of ceiling ratio between zero and \$19,838/LYs (or \$2976/QALYs). As a consequence, annual I-FOBT was the optimal strategy with an ICER closet to \$50,000 per LYs as well as per QALYs.Table 3Optimal strategy according to the Ceiling Ratio in Base-case and Multivariate ScenariosOptimal StrategyCeiling RatioNo ScreeningBiennial G-FOBTAnnual G-FOBTColonoscopy every 10 yearsBiennial I-FOBTAnnual I-FOBT*In term of LYs*Base-case scenario \[0, 19,838\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(19,838, 23,742\](23,742, +∞)Non-discounted Scenario (Discount Rate = 0 %) \[0, 14,681\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(14,681, 15,856\](15,856, +∞)*In term of QALYs*Base-case scenario \[0, 2976\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(2976, 4087\](4087, +∞)Non-discounted Scenario (Discount Rate = 0 %) \[0, 2510\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(2510, 3294\](3294, +∞)Ramsey's Utility Set Scenario (Cancer free = 1.00; S1/S2 = 0.90; S3 = 0.80; S4 = 0.76) \[0, 12,294\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(12,294, 15,279\](15,279, +∞)Ness's Utility Set Scenario (Cancer free = 0.91; S1 = 0.74; S2 = 0.70; S3 = 0.50; S4 = 0.25) \[0, 9278\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(9278, 11,803\](11,803, +∞)Sharp's Utility Set Scenario (Cancer free = 0.94; S1/S2/S3/S4 = 0.80) \[0, 12,505\]Extended DominanceDominanceDominance(12,505, 15,460\](15,460, +∞)Note: G-FOBT, Guaiac fecal occult blood testing; I-FOBT, immunologic fecal occult blood testing; ∞, infinity

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec16}
--------------------

Results of the one-way sensitivity analysis for ICER for the comparisons amongst annual I-FOBT, biennial I-FOBT and no screening were described below. The most sensitive collection of clinical parameters was the natural history parameters representing the annual transition probabilities between health states. Varying unit costs in resource used in care of CRN and utility scores for health state had limited impact on the cost-effectiveness comparing amongst non-dominated strategies. However, the specificity of I-FOBT was the most influential parameter when annual I-FOBT was compared with biennial FOBT. Decreased specificity of I-FOBT was associated with an increased in ICER for annual I-FOBT compared with biennial I-FOBT.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of PrSA using the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. Results demonstrated that no strategy had a probability to be optimal higher than 60 % at a ceiling ratio of \$50,000 per LY gained. Given a maximum acceptable ceiling ratio of \$7000 per QALY gained, the probability that annual I-FOBT is cost-effective compared with other screening strategies exceeded 70 % but the probability that colonoscopy every 10 years is cost-effective was about 20 %. The probability of annual I-FOBT and colonoscopy every 10 years being cost-effective converged to 75 and 25 %, respective, if the maximum acceptable ceiling ratio increased to \$50,000 per QALY gained.Fig. 3Cost-effectiveness Acceptability Curve (CEAC) in term of LYs (Upper) and QALYs (Lower) for all Strategies in Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

The present paper demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of CRC screening using Chinese data on evaluating the most cost-effective strategy based on two cost-effectiveness outcomes, cost per LYs and QALYs gained. The model compared six strategies for CRC screening currently implemented by population-based screening programmes, and recommended by international guidelines and previous studies. The fact that no uniform screening strategies is currently implemented in healthcare provider setting in Hong Kong and mainland China unleashes the comparative cost-effectiveness of no screening relative to other screening strategies in Chinese populations. In this model, no screening interventions exceeded the threshold of US\$50,000/QALYs gained. Given the low ICER for every screening intervention, additional benefits provided by CRC screening appears to be cost-effective compared to no screening in case when the greater willingness-to-pay for screening was possessed by health policymakers. The cost-effective plane provided the judgment that annual G-FOBT and colonoscopy every 10 years were dominated by I-FOBT screening, irrespective of annual or biennial repeated period. Either one of I-FOBT screenings was more cost-effective than all competing screening strategies for a given ceiling ratio of more than US\$19,838/LYs or US\$2976/QALYs gained. In other words, no screening was favorable compared to CRC screening at a ceiling ratio of not more than US\$19,838/LYs or US\$2976/QALYs gained. The annual I-FOBT screening was found to be preferable for a ceiling ratio of US\$23,742/LYs or US\$4087/QALYs gained.

The model provided evidence that the I-FOBT screening strategy, with superiority in sensitivity and specificity, was more cost-effective than G-FOBT, which was in line with the majority of modeling studies comparing between guaiac and immunologic testing, as indicated by the US \[[@CR12], [@CR63]\] and other countries \[[@CR18], [@CR66], [@CR67]\]. Considering the differences between screening strategies under the same screening interval, the annual I-FOBT dominated the annual G-FOBT. Alternatively, the biennial G-FOBT was extended dominance by colonoscopy every 10 years, which was discordant with the recent Australian and French studies \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\] comparing between these two strategies, concluding that biennial G-FOBT was more cost-effective than colonoscopy every 10 years. However, in earlier Australian reports \[[@CR70], [@CR71]\], the ICER for colonoscopy was lower than that for biennial G-FOBT, indicating the extended dominance of G-FOBT.

To our knowledge, six models were built with the utility input for health states. Three models \[[@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR60], [@CR72]\] obtained the health preference scores for each CRC health states from a study \[[@CR73]\] on the basis of direct elicitation using a standard gamble exercise, while the others \[[@CR19], [@CR64]\] used the health preference scores for each CRC stage estimated from Health Utility Index Mark III (HUI3) instrument. The QALYs calculation based on SF-6D utility scores \[[@CR55]\] was a special feature of this model, instead of conventional input of utility estimates elicited from conventional direct valuation methods or measured by HUI3. In addition, utility scores for non-CRC (or cancer free) health states were not assumed to be one in a majority of past models \[[@CR16], [@CR19], [@CR64], [@CR72]\], specifying at value ranging from 0.90 to 0.94 while the rest of models assumed the non-cancer states to be full health with a utility score being one \[[@CR18], [@CR60]\]. However, utility scores for non-CRC states (diversified to normal colonic epithelium, low-risk polyp, and high-risk polyp) were no longer assumed to be identical in current study while same utility scores had assumed for both undiagnosed and diagnosed colorectal polyps or CRC \[[@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19], [@CR60], [@CR64], [@CR72]\]. The differentials of cost per QALYs gained were partly explained by the considerable differences in the data source with respect to utility scores for relevant health states.

The consideration of screening strategy has been limited to single strategy, instead of the hybrid strategy with the combination of I-FOBT with colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy. Theoretically, the hybrid strategy that advocates the complementary implementation of annual I-FOBT and colonoscopy every 10 years is the most effective strategy relative to all competing strategies adopted in current study, but the complicated administration and delivery of such screening strategy is not executed in an underway large randomized controlled trial \[[@CR10]\] that was assigned to either one-time colonoscopy or biennial I-FOBT. Challenges still remained in overcoming the practical concerns over the logistic delivery of hybrid strategy in real world situation.

Several limitations with respect to the model assumptions should be noted. First, our results were primarily simulated by Markov modeling. We assumed that the disease progression and cost spending were the same in the tumour locations of colon and rectum. It is believed that the incidence and mortality rates for colon cancer were overall greater than those for rectal cancer but the direct medical expenditures for colon cancer were cheaper than those for rectal cancer. Adjustment for tumour site could yield simulation results in a more precise way. Second, the utility data was measured by cross-sectional study rather than randomized controlled trial with sufficient follow-up periods, which involves the consideration of time-dependent utility data in the short and long term.

This health economic evaluation has informed the clinicians and policy makers that I-FOBT every one or two years emerged as the most effective and cost-effective colorectal cancer screening strategy compared with no screening in Chinese population. The uncertainty analysis surrounding the major parameters supported the cost-effectiveness analysis derived from base-case scenario. Strategies that utilized colonoscopy alone and annual G-FOBT alone were dominated by other currently recommended strategies for population-based screening. The findings were generalizable to Chinese population, as the cost and clinical parameters input were mostly based on Chinese data. Despite no reaching consensus, such conclusion recommended the inclusion of I-FOBT to the guidelines on colorectal cancer screening for Chinese population.

Conclusion {#Sec18}
==========

The Markov model informed the health policymakers that I-FOBT every year may be the most effective and cost-effective CRC screening strategy among recommended screening strategies, depending on the willingness-to-pay of mass screening for Chinese population.

Additional file {#Sec19}
===============

Additional file 1:**Appendix A.** Natural History Parameters, Performance Characteristics and Compliance Rate of the G-FOBT, I-FOBT and Colonoscopy Used in Markov Model. **Appendix B.** Model Validation Results. **Appendix C.** Costs Parameters and Utility Scores by Stage of Colorectal Neoplasms Used in the Markov Model. **Appendix D.** Cut-off values Used in the Univariate Sensitivity Analysis and Probability Distributions with Associated Distribution Parameters of Model Parameters Used in Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis. (DOCX 91 kb)

CRC

:   Colorectal cancer

CEA

:   Cost-effectiveness analysis

G-FOBT

:   Guaiac fecal occult blood testing

I-FOBT

:   Immunologic fecal occult blood testing

QALYs

:   Quality-adjusted life-years

ICER

:   Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio

LY

:   Life-years

RCT

:   Randomized controlled trial

CRN

:   Colorectal neoplasms

NICE

:   National Centre for Clinical Excellence

PrSA

:   Probabilistic sensitivity analysis

HUI3

:   Health Utility Index Mark III
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